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Research Brief: Land Education Teacher Professional Development

Dolores Calderón and Anna Lees, Western Washington University
Cynthia Wilson and Renée Swan Waite, Lummi Nation

In Washington State, Senate Bill 5028 (2018) mandates the teaching of tribal sovereignty curriculum k-12 (STI) and integration of “Native American curriculum developed by the office of the superintendent of public instruction into existing Pacific Northwest history and government requirements” of existing teacher preparation programs. To do this work well, teacher educators in universities and communities must partner to prepare teacher candidates and in-service teachers to implement the curriculum within the context and goals of tribal nations. However, research finds that this work requires white teachers to confront their own biases that prevent them from being in true partnership with tribes to implement Indigenous informed curriculums. Our work shows that land education—that centers Indigenous people relations to land—in teacher professional development represents one avenue to do this work in good way, that is different from existing professional development models. To be clear, the findings from this research are not new understandings for tribal nation communities. The experiences and revelations depicted by white teacher participants represent generations of awareness by Indigenous peoples in public schools. We put forth the design of the LETPD and impact on white teachers for school districts as a framework to improve their school-based curriculum and engagements with Indigenous peoples. Before we describe the Land Education Teacher Professional Development (LETPD), we describe how this type of professional development (PD) is not the same as the more common place based PD work that happens in our region.

Genealogy of Place Based Teacher Professional Development Work

In schools, the dominant system of knowledge is the Euroamerican, or western one. To bring Indigenous knowledges into schools, previous research shows that white teachers must first confront their own knowledge system before they can begin to include Indigenous perspectives in a respectful manner. Thus, PD for white teachers should assist them to understand:

1. their own world view
2. how their worldview orients them to place/land
3. that their world view is not universal
4. other knowledge systems exist
5. there is value in embracing and incorporating other knowledge systems in the classroom.

There is an ample body of prior research (both Indigenous and university led) that shows what must happen generally in educational practice to make room for Indigenous knowledge systems in classrooms; but there is not much work that examines how teacher PD should do this.

Most significantly, the teacher PD work that has been done finds that white teachers need to confront how their western world view is generally at odds with Indigenous peoples knowledge systems and relationships to place. This type of knowledge work with white teachers has largely
taken place in the realm of science education as western science education in PK-12 maintains a nature/human divide that is at odds with Indigenous views of science that do not promote such binaries. Additionally, this nature/human divide of western knowledge reflects white teachers’ beliefs that land should be owned, exploited, and developed for capital gain. While place-based education and environmental educational work with white teachers has challenged these perceptions, Indigenous communities and thinkers show that merely challenging these perceptions is not enough to support Indigenous sovereignties.

Indigenous teacher educators have also documented that white teachers need to learn how to see their own cultural ways of understanding science. This work is challenging because it unsettles white teachers’ understandings of themselves described above. Whites in general tend to think that their beliefs are those of everyone, and to find out that this is not the case, can be challenging for them. Moreover, this research shows that to do science work in a way that brings Indigenous perspectives into curriculum, white teachers must make room for multiple views to be incorporated in science. This requires white teachers to make value commitments that engage Indigenous views and determine that it is worth their time and effort to do this work. This is particularly relevant in Washington because of the mandate to teach the Since Time Immemorial Sovereignty Curriculum. Too often the work with white teachers stops at an additive stage: teachers simply add Indigenous content to existing frameworks shaped solely by western models of knowledge.

The Land education approach insists that if you include Indigenous curriculum, you must undo the framework of the curriculum and develop a new approach, but to undo the frameworks, teachers (in this case white teachers) must be willing. From a Land education approach built on Indigenous thinkers like Vine Deloria Jr. and Leanne Simpson, this reworking represents a political act because bringing in Indigenous perspectives for white teachers asks them to decenter themselves. In other words, it confronts them with the way their western knowledge and schooling work as part of a larger system that maintains white dominance over tribes that has produced things such as the Dawes Act, rejection of salmon fishing rights, and general disregard of treaty rights.

Additionally, in prior environmental and place based work, Indigenous communities are an afterthought in terms of the design of the teacher PD programs. Programs are made by outsiders and executed by outsiders, thus leaving white perspectives largely unchallenged. Land education insists tribes are central partners, requiring relevant Indigenous knowledges and relationships to shape the PD process.

**Design of the Teacher Professional Development from a Land Education Perspective**

Our work, including the LETPD design process, was guided by Indigenous methodologies that guided our design to: 1) design a project that centered Land education approaches for white teachers with the goal of building better relationships between teachers and local tribal communities; and 2) determine the impact of the Land-centered approach on white teachers’
mindsets or epistemologies to enact responsible opportunities for teachers to desettle their learning. The design of a Land-centered approach required us to make particular value commitments in the design. For example, at each stage of this study we centered our relationship as Indigenous teacher educators to gain feedback from the Coast Salish Nation community to determine what should come next. Here we describe the LETPD framework, consisting of four principles, and include examples from Summer 2019.

1. Designed Cyclically in Partnership with All the Relations of the Local Tribal Nation

Indigenous teacher educators collaborated to design Land-based experiences for classroom teachers that were informed by our more-than-human relatives. We considered what seasonal and cultural activities were occurring within the community during the LETPD that could inform teachers’ understandings of Land education and partnership with Indigenous communities. Immediately it became clear that the annual Canoe Journey, hosted by the Coast Salish Nation that year, would be occurring at the same time as the LETPD. With much deliberation, we determined that holding the LETPD in conjunction with Canoe Journey would align with community goals of encouraging teachers to attend cultural events. From there, we connected with community leaders and developed an agenda, which included visiting traditional reef net fishing sites. Because the LETPD was designed and delivered with humans and more-than-human relations, at the start of Day 1, it was clear that the water was not inviting the group to visit. The winds were high, and the waves made it unsafe to bring participants on the fishing boat. In conversation with community leaders and participating fishermen, we changed the plan to spend all day at the school library and share content with teachers through oral presentations, storytelling, and resources. We planned to then visit the waters on Day 2 when the canoes would be arriving for the initial ceremony.
2. Relied on the Expertise of Indigenous Partners

At the conclusion of Day 1, we gathered at the home of the fisherman hosting our visit to the water. We sat on his front deck and watched the water while visiting and discussing plans for the following day. Community partners with strong relationships and expertise around local waters considered what the winds and tides might do in the morning and how they would impact the LETPD participants and the canoe families arriving to the Coast Salish Nation. These conversations continued late into the evening when it was ultimately decided to cancel the plan to visit the waters for Day 2 of the LETPD. For us these conversations and specialized knowledge of Coast Salish Nation fishermen required the LETPD to shift in relation. In this case, the wind and water told Indigenous community leaders and teacher educators how to proceed.

3. Land Education makes Visible Indigenous Knowledges that Support Decolonization

As a result of these commitments, we communicated with participants that they should arrive at the waterfront where canoes would land at 10am. With over ten thousand people attending Canoe Journey, the logistics were complicated and somewhat nuanced. The group was not familiar with the Coast Salish Nation reservation and had not attended a tribal nation event of this size before, or had simply never visited a tribal nation, which is common for whites to be ignorant of Indigenous realities\(\text{vii}\). Once the participants arrived at the waterfront, they visited with each other, the facilitators, and community members while observing the protocol of canoes arriving to the Coast Salish Nation and asking permission to come ashore. These protocols, which draw from traditional teachings around appropriate ways to visit communities away from your own, occurred continuously throughout the day. During their time at the event, participants had the opportunity to visit the fire pit where salmon was being prepared for the community hosted dinner. They visited with fish cooks and learned about traditional cooking methods as well as the incredible amount of salmon being prepared to share with the thousands of people present at the event - depicting a community value system of wealth and generosity. They also had the opportunity to browse the dozens of vendors selling a range of goods from cedar woven baskets to Canoe Journey apparel. The participants ended their visit late afternoon and boarded a shuttle to return to their cars.

4. Determine Impact on White Teachers and Develop Next Steps

Based on these experiences participating teachers filled out a post-survey that was in turn used to develop interview questions and individual follow up interviews. To be sure, the design above had limitations. This was not an originally Indigenous led project as it was tied to an institutional grant. Indigenous university faculty were later invited to participate and worked collaboratively with the Coast Salish Nation. Design was also limited by the time frame of the project, and the initial use of pre-surveys that were linear in nature. And yet, as described above, the LETPD itself was cyclical as we were guided by Indigenous research protocols and relied on Indigenous knowledges and relations of the Coast Salish Nation. The agenda was always planned as a potential as it depended on non-human relations’ actions and local Indigenous knowledge of that relation (e.g. the wind and water). Key here, and often missing in typical research design, was tribal nation participants’ (human and non-human) ability to shape and control how the LEPTD was structured and what took place. Doing so in the context of teacher PD is more truly aligned with community desires and ways
of knowing and being that hold more fluidity across time and space, meaning generations before, generations to come, and those across generations.

Key Findings

We draw from pre and post survey data and interviews collected from teachers that participated in a land education teacher professional development workshop (LETPD) conducted in partnership with a local tribal nation. We used pre and post survey data and transcripts of individual interviews to examine the impact of the LETPD on the perspectives and practices of 20 current K-12 teachers and administrators. The questions we developed for individual interviews were organized around characteristics of land education—relationships and responsibility—specifically, as they emerged in the survey data. Three research questions guided our study:

1. How does the LETPD impact participants’ perspectives on their role in Indigenous education?
2. How does the LETPD impact participants’ K-12 curriculum goals?
3. In what ways does the LETPD impact participants’ perspectives around partnering with tribal nation communities?

Here we describe the findings from this research, focusing on the importance of relationships and responsibility white teachers and school districts have for partnership with Indigenous communities in professional development work, which we categorize as building authentic relationships and critical epistemic responsibility.

Building Authentic Relationships
To build authentic relationships with Indigenous communities white teachers must first work to undo prejudices, biases, and beliefs that prevent them from engaging Indigenous peoples.

- Unsettling Linear White Teacher Expectations
- Towards Land/Water as Relation
- Humanizing Indigenous Peoples
- Responsibility to Indigenous Students and Communities

Critical Epistemic Responsibility
White teachers must do work to directly engage their world view that is often times at odds with Indigenous views of the world.

- Towards a Responsibility Necessary to Build Relations
- Encountering Epistemic Friction
1. Building Authentic Relationships: Unsettling Linear White Teacher Expectations
A common expectation of white teachers when doing pd incorporating “different cultures” into curriculum is that they want a kit or framework that tells them how to do this work in a manner that checks boxes. Instead, the LETPD encouraged white teachers to break with their desire for linear PD models and embrace the cyclical lessons. Here’s one teacher’s understanding of this:

"You know a lot of the issue was experiential so it's it wasn't necessarily a list of resources that you take to your classroom and then teach right? So it's more of, I think, the experiential outcome of feeling more connected to the resources and feeling more motivated personally to keep learning right? And the canoe paddle, I hadn't done anything with that experience until last week, but that's how experiential learning works right a lot of times the learners aren’t, it's not going to hit them until a couple of months later, and in the right context."

2. Building Authentic Relationships: Towards Land/Water as Relation
White teacher’s relationship to land and water grew through the LEPTD, allowing them to see beyond the nature/human divide of their relationship with place, that has important implications for these teachers’ relationships with Indigenous communities and students. One teacher shared:

"To be on the land with the [Coast Salish Nation], being an observer, a power and within a powerful emotional experience, cultural experience, and then to layer on the other elements that we learned in Canada, for me, just created this moral imperative to better serve our Indigenous students and not so much about implementing Since Time Immemorial. That's the big takeaway for me."

The participant depicted an expanded relationship with land as impacting their responsibility to Indigenous children that moved beyond a state curricular mandate. In turn, they committed to a process of transformation due to the unsettling of their previously normative curricular engagements.

3. Critical Epistemic Responsibility: Towards a Responsibility to Build Relationships
White teachers have to build better relationships with tribal partners, but this requires an active commitment, or responsibility on their part that is built from a desire to have authentic relationships with Indigenous communities. A school administrator shared the challenges with attempting to collaborate across relationships between school districts and Indigenous communities. Reflecting on the impact of the LETPD on their approach to the STI curriculum, an administrator shared:

"Rather than wait we’re gonna implement this Since Time Immemorial curriculum. It's like no, let's think about how do we serve our Indigenous students and how do we help ourselves gain relationships with our [Coast Salish Nation] neighbors, so that we are better serving all of our students, in particular our Indigenous students. So that will also shift how all of our content is. We just felt we have a whole new way of thinking about the content rather than an add-on to the content."

This reflects the importance and the role of LETPD in making teachers more reflective practitioners.

However, relationship building is often fraught and can result in white teachers feeling conflict around their newfound learning. With regards to engagement with tribal communities, another educator explained their conflict in building relationships responsibly:

I think I did try to call and left a voicemail. And then the email, and I emailed back and then it just kind of ended up in the air. And what the problem is like our pace of things in teaching, then we're past it and we're on to the next thing and it's stuff is going so fast in the classroom...

This educator shared their specific frustration with the challenges in building relationships with local tribes within the current educational structure. This participant spoke to the challenge of engaging in partnerships that relied on individual relationships that were not supported through institutional commitments and resources. These “epistemic frictions” that teachers encounter when they begin to understand that with knowledge comes the demand of action: to change the current circumstances demands the teacher act in a way to critically counter the conditions that make the inhibiting conditions on others possible. This frustration, or epistemic friction, can be a catalyst for transformative changeviii.

5. Building Authentic Relationships: Humanizing Indigenous Peoples

In this LETPD most of the teachers were previously exposed to the STI curriculum. However, the LETPD had an impact beyond curriculum training in that it humanized Indigenous peoples in ways that led to recognition of Indigenous students in classrooms that had previously been unseen by their teachers. Teachers understood that they need to have relationships with Indigenous students in their classrooms. Many teachers identified this realization as an “epistemic friction” or feeling guilty they did not know these students were in fact Indigenous. This unsettled their previous engagements with students that were grounded in a lack of relationship. One teacher revealed the following challenge of a curriculum change they implemented after the LETPD:

So this is like where it got really interesting so I started off my ... classes talking about the ... tribe because I’m in [PNW City] and I like showed a couple videos that were like made by the ... tribe and what I wasn't expecting was like I have one student in one of my classes who like started crying and had to leave and it was super triggering and it turns out she was an enrolled [tribal] member and... both of her deceased grandmas were in the video, it was like all this stuff... I wasn't really prepared to handle right.

This realization and the emotional impact it had on the student led the teacher to an awareness of their lack of preparedness to implement Indigenous curriculum. The teacher was inspired to bring Indigenous content into the classroom, fumbled and introduced material in a manner that wasn’t in relationship to students. Using their newfound responsibility to be in good relation with Indigenous peoples, this teacher reconsidered their role as a white teacher in relationship to Indigenous students and community:

I really became aware how many students are actually tribal members that I teach because before they've just kind of like blended into everything, I didn't notice or didn't know, so that was like I was like “oh shit”, I was not doing this right. So the second semester I like had to preview, I had to like I tried that girl only was she was my first semester class but yeah really realizing like when you do that kind of stuff that you actually aren't you could be like there are local connections when you talk about local
The teachers shared that out of these uncomfortable struggles and learning about who the students were in their classroom, she created relationships that allowed students to bring more of themselves into the classroom. This represents a deeply important step for white teachers to take that both humanizes and makes Indigenous students present in their classroom, but also reflects the commitment it takes for white teachers to be constantly evaluating how they are in relation to Indigenous students and communities.

6. Building Authentic Relationships: Responsibility to Indigenous Students and Communities

From the ability to humanize Indigenous students and see them in the classroom comes the related work of white teacher responsibility for building relationship through curriculum with not only students in classrooms but the communities they come from. One teacher shared, that even when Indigenous students are accounted for in classrooms, they still remain absent:

> What was really magical, is there's a little boy that I had in my classroom a few years ago and he is [Coast Salish Nation]... The teacher expands that the young student missed prior Indigenous speakers who had come to the school. The teacher continues: So then this was the following year when we did [Canoe Journey]... his teacher said that he when they get got back to class he couldn't stop talking about his culture which was the first time that he'd shared about his culture and we I think that they that family is the only Native family that we have in our school. But that it was just really profound for him to see himself and to see his culture being celebrated.

The teachers knew they had this Native family in their school, but the curriculum did not make space for the student. Only when Indigenous storytellers were invited into the school did the young boy discuss his culture and feel present, represented. While it is discouraging that this child only saw his identity as relevant through an additive approach, it exemplified the profound impact that can occur when schools work in partnership with tribal nations to incorporate Indigenous curriculum and perspectives in respectful ways.

Crossing the Bridge: Recommendations Going Forward

From these findings, we recommend that school districts develop partnerships with local tribal nations to plan and implement a series of LETPDs that occur over time and are supported with resources. The LETPDs must be led by tribal nation teacher educators and can be developed in collaboration with Indigenous university teacher educators to increase capacity for the work. We recommend the LETPD occur over the course of at least a full academic year and result in sustainable, reciprocal partnership between school districts and local tribal nations. The LETPD should include:
1. time for teachers to listen to Indigenous peoples
2. a clear introduction to Land
3. active engagement in Land based learning
4. follow up curriculum development sessions

Time for Teachers to Listen to Indigenous Peoples
Teachers need time to hear Indigenous peoples experiences with school and longstanding community knowledges stemming from relations with Land. In this, teachers have an opportunity to become aware the generational trauma that has occurred from schools and directly attributed to the actions of teachers, and to consider how these traumas continue within Indigenous community even if today’s teachers are well-intentioned. This build teachers’ sense of responsibility to build partnerships with local tribal nations to ensure positive experiences for Indigenous students. The time spent listening to Indigenous peoples also builds teacher awareness of complex knowledges held by Indigenous peoples. Our research found that teachers were surprised by their realization that Indigenous peoples know things that school curriculum is completely ignorant of (e.g. technologies of reef net fishing, historical understandings of fish and water patterns). This newfound awareness builds a foundation for teachers to begin their commitments to transform school curriculum.

Introduction to Land education
For teachers to build on their developing understandings and transform curriculum, we suggest they have an opportunity to learn foundational theories of Land education. Offering teachers language for a Land education model helps them to make sense of the “epistemic shift” that occurs when they begin forming relations with more-than-humans. We find that not doing this, results in teacher confusion when actively engaged in Land based learning. Meaning that if we do not support teachers to understand Indigenous relations with Land as a system of education before visiting Land and Water, they struggle to make connections to school based curriculum.

Active Engagement in Land Based Learning
After building foundational understandings, teachers must then have an opportunity to actively engage in Land based learning led by the local tribal nation community. In this report, we offered examples of an LETPD that connected teachers with the Canoe Journey and had intentions to visit traditional reef net fishing sites. The Land based engagements can include any number of experiences determined by the season and cultural activities, and as we depicted weather and events of the day. In our work, we have taken teachers on a fishing boat to hear stories of the island and fishing techniques from tribal nation leaders, visited the banks of the river to hear memories of growing up on the river as fishers, and spent time at the Day School to learn histories while connected to that place. Other engagements could include canning salmon, pulling canoe, harvesting cattails, picking berries, etc. The opportunities are endless when led by local tribal nations with deep knowledges of and relations with Land and water across seasons.

Follow up Curriculum Development Sessions
To bridge teachers developing understandings and “epistemic responsibility” to transform their work with Indigenous students and communities, a series of follow up sessions to bridge Land based learning with school-based curriculum development must occur. These sessions should take a
workshop form where teachers can plan in content area or grade level teams to evaluate established units of study or identify new curricular opportunities to center Land education as a construct to engage Indigenous studies in school curriculum. Indigenous university teacher educators can support this process with tribal nation community educators to bridge school curriculum, standards, assessments, and other factors that drive classroom learning with Indigenous knowledges and ways of being. The necessary number and frequency of these sessions will vary by setting, but they must occur over time and with recourses to compensate tribal nation partner time and expertise. Resources must also be made available for teacher curriculum needs and opportunities to engage students in active Land based education (which is in need of further development and evaluation).

Conclusion

We find great value and opportunity in the LETPD to foster authentic relationships between schools and tribal nations and teacher’s “epistemic responsibility” to made transformative change in school based learning. There is an urgent need for school transformation and commitments to decolonization to secure positive futures for Indigenous children today and for generations to come. As we stated initially, we have not presented newly created knowledge or understandings but we call on schools and policy makers to take seriously what Indigenous peoples have known to be true for generations - public schools continue to fail Indigenous students and communities. Now is an opportunity to redevelop school based learning to embrace Indigenous education, grounded in deeply rooted knowledges and relations with Land.
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